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ABSTRACT
Micromechanisms of Near-Yield Deformation in BCC Tantalum
Joshua Jr-Syan Tsai
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
New materials, optimized for increased strength, ductility, and other desirable properties,
have the potential to improve every aspect of modern living. To achieve these optimums, the
necessary technological advancements are impeded mainly by the limits of available material
models. Innovations in this field rely on research into the nature of material behavior.
While a typical model of material behavior in the region near yield involves the initial
linear elastic response, followed by yield and isotropic hardening, this fails to explain various
important phenomena that manifest in a range of materials, such as pre-yield nonlinearity,
anelasticity, yield point phenomena, hardening stagnation, and the Bauschinger effect. These
effects have been explained over the past century with the theories of Cottrell atmospheres, the
Orowan by-pass mechanism, and back stress. This manuscript compares data from experimental
observation in tantalum to these theories to better understand the micromechanisms occurring
near yield. Understanding deformation in this region has significant implications in structural
and mechanical engineering, as well has having direct applications in the forming of metals.
Forty-four dogbone-shaped samples were cut from 99.99% pure tantalum and pulled in
load-unload-load and multi-cycle loop tensile tests at room temperature. The specimens were
either single crystal, whose orientations were chosen based on desired active slip mode
determined by Schmid factors, or bicrystal, based on the orientation of the single grain boundary.
Sample behavior was simulated in both crystal plasticity and General Mesoscale finite element
models to assist in interpreting results and in suggesting plausible micromechanisms.
The experimental results and crystal plasticity simulations suggest alternate explanations
to some of the discussed mechanical theories of near-yield deformation. The combined
experimental / modeling approach indicates that other slip systems, besides the conventionally
assumed {110}, are activated upon yield; particularly the {112} system. The breakaway model
traditionally associated with the yield point phenomenon may also be better explained through a
different mechanism; back stress development during deformation is shown to result in the
observed behavior. Lastly, as is well-known, the Taylor formulation, upon which most crystal
plasticity models are based, does not adequately predict yield stress behavior in the presence of
grain boundaries; once again, an internal stress mechanism matches much better with the
experimental results on single and bicrystals. While not all observations could be fully explained
by simply adding internal stress generation to a standard crystal plasticity model, this work
anticipates further studies to enable more accurate predictive modeling capabilities and increase
understanding of the mechanisms driving the fundamental material properties necessary for
future progress.
Keywords: elasticity, plasticity, slip, tantalum, bcc, anelasticity, metals, yield
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1

INTRODUCTION

Motivation
In every corner of the manufacturing industry, the engineering of optimal performance
can be traced to the building blocks of a product’s design – the material substance. Whether in
the search for harnessing clean energy or in the search for life on Mars, the limits of technology
are largely defined by the limits of available materials. New materials optimized for increased
strength, hardness, ductility, and other desirable properties have the potential to improve every
aspect of modern living. Innovations in this field rely upon research into the nature of material
behavior.
Materials engineers are tutored in the response of metals, under elastic and early plastic
deformation, early in their careers. Near-yield behavior of metals is critical to material selection
for use in most structural applications. A typical simplified model of material behavior in this
region involves linear elastic response, followed by yield and subsequent isotropic hardening.
However, this model fails to explain various important phenomena that manifest in a range of
materials, such as pre-yield nonlinearity, anelasticity, yield point phenomena (YPP), hardening
stagnation, and the Bauschinger effect, several of which are featured in Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1. A diagrammatic stress-strain curve featuring the yield point phenomenon with upper
and lower yield points at respectively at A and B, Lüders banding from B to C, and a lowered
compressive yield strength at E resulting from the Bauschinger effect

In industry-related applications, the metals most often used are polycrystalline aggregates
of many small grains and additional alloying elements. As a result, a wealth of research is poured
into the study of specialized materials for industry-specific applications at the expense of
understanding of the origins of basic and generalizable material behavior. Specifically, there has
never been a study relating these near-yield phenomena to slip system activity, though this is an
important step to understanding underlying mechanical behavior. Tensile tests on single crystals
of specified orientations for this type of investigation is not a simple setup, but this is the pursuit
of the current work.
Phenomenological models of deformation behavior can be developed from many
observations of the relevant characteristics, and applications are abundant. For example, in metal
forming, knowledge of the material’s nonlinear pre-yield behavior can accurately inform the
2

amount of springback that will occur, an undesirable phenomenon that must be compensated for
during process optimization. In another example, knowledge of the Bauschinger effect can
inform the processing of metals which are incrementally formed with alternating stresses, for
example, in automobile prototype manufacturing, resulting in the desired levels of hardening or
softening [1-3].
Even more powerful than the use of phenomenological models, that simply reflect
observed statistical correlations, would be the knowledge of the mechanisms which drive them.
Understanding the detailed relationship between microstructure and performance opens doors to
the design of new materials, offering greater control over the magnitudes of these effects and
enables accurate predictions for performance. It is the intent of this study to shed light on
possible mechanisms influencing performance of BCC materials during near-yield deformation,
understanding which has significant implications in structural and mechanical engineering.

Theories of common phenomena
Theories of the mechanisms that govern near-yield deformation phenomena span well into
the last century. A review of the current understanding of the relevant phenomena and currently
proposed mechanisms follows.

1.2.1 Yield point phenomenon
The yield point phenomenon (YPP) refers to the characteristic drop in the stress-strain
curve at the end of the elastic region, appearing in a range of alloys [4]. One explanation for this
results from the fact that the stress required to nucleate the set of dislocations needed for
plastically deformation is significantly higher than the stress required to continue their motion.
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This is particularly true for materials with a low initial dislocation content (such as single
crystals). A common stress-strain curve for a material exhibiting YPP involves a peak at the
initial yield point, subsequently dropping to a local minimum, followed by a period of elongation
at a similar level of stress, then lastly followed by a positive slope indicative of work hardening.
The first three of these are known as the upper yield point, lower yield point, and yield point
elongation, respectively.
In 1949, Cottrell and Bilby proposed an alternative explanation of YPP where dislocation
in materials are initially pinned [5]. They hypothesized that impurity atoms were attracted to
dislocations to relieve the strain energy associated with migration from interstitial sites where
they cause considerable dilation, locking them in a cloud or “atmosphere” of solutes. Different
impurities are associated with different alloys. For example, in iron alloys, carbon, oxygen,
nitrogen and hydrogen can all exist in interstitial positions, leading to the effect. Low stresses
and strain rates may allow the atmospheres to diffuse with the dislocations, and no YPP is
observed. At higher stresses and strain rates, the dislocations can escape and multiply further.
After the unlocking of dislocations, less stress is required to continue their movement, resulting
the in the yield point anomalies.
The initial dislocation movement following yield is not generally homogeneous. Mobile
dislocations initiate movement at an area of stress concentration and then proceed to propagate in
Lüders bands. The strain accommodated by these bands is called the Lüders strain, and once the
bands have crossed the entire sample area, the period of constant stress yield-point elongation
(YPE) ends [4]. In the case of the single crystal, the curve may contain no true Lüders extension
at all, as the Lüders band is simply the progressive spread of parallel slip from one end of the
gauge length to another.
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In BCC materials, the theory of “Snoek ordering,” or the slight tetragonal distortion of the
lattice caused by the interstitials, is hypothesized to be another mechanism producing the YPP
[6]. During deformation, interstitials jump between potential positions and modify the internal
friction of the material. In single crystals, this mechanism it is highly dependent on grain
orientation [7].

1.2.2 The Bauschinger effect
The Bauschinger effect is observed in stress tests involving a strain reversal. It begins
with work hardening in the forward direction and the resulting increased in yield strength, which
is followed by a decrease in yield strength in the opposite direction. The two primary
mechanisms used to explain this phenomenon are a bypass mechanism involving Orowan loops,
and internal stress buildup.
The loops first described by Orowan [8] are dislocations which have formed when a
parent dislocation is locked in place by an obstacle, such as a solute or another dislocation, and
new dislocations break off the parent dislocation and continue to move due to stress. During
forward movement dislocations wrap around and traverse past these obstacles. In the reverse
direction, the mobile dislocation returns towards the parent, is elastically attracted to the Orowan
loop, and annihilates it due to contact reaction between the lines of opposite Burgers vectors. The
bypass of the precipitate by the mobile dislocation results in a lower yield strength in the reverse
stress direction. While hardening can continue to occur as stress increases in the reverse
direction, the material has already been subject to permanent softening.
Alternatively, the Bauschinger effect has been described as the result of back stress. The
buildup of internal stress fields is caused by the accumulated effect of geometrically necessary
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dislocations (GNDs) spanning the microstructure during forward loading. In the reverse
direction, the internal stress present in dislocation arrays aids, rather than impedes, dislocation
glide, leading to a lowered yield stress in the reverse direction.

1.2.3 Hardening stagnation
While the Bauschinger effect may only be observed during a stress test in which there is
strain reversal, work hardening stagnation may appear in either strain direction. Work hardening
stagnation is a plateau of the flow stress along the stress-strain curve. However, it is most
commonly documented to accompany the diminished yield point of the Bauschinger effect; it is
frequently observed in the early stage of strain reversal [9, 10]. While this is commonly referred
to as a ‘plateau’, there may still be significant hardening present.
Barnett showed that the hardening plateau is strongly correlated with yield magnitude,
with fine-grained samples frequently exhibiting YPP followed by stagnation [11]. This has been
observed in a number of alloys, including steels, magnesium, and titanium. It is often observed
with twinned alloys, attributable to the resultant lower critical resolved shear stress [12, 13]. The
plateau has also been associated with the Lüders phenomenon [14, 15], as discussed previously.
This manifests as localized bands of plastic deformation associated with dynamic strain aging,
for which the associated mechanism has been explained as the aggregation of interstitial
atmospheres to locked dislocations. The associated response of dislocations can be described by
the Orowan bypass mechanism or by the effect of internal stress, similar to the Bauschinger
effect.

6

1.2.4 Pre-yield nonlinearity
While these near-yield phenomena manifest in different test schemes and materials, they
are unified by a dependance upon dislocation dynamics at the core of their mechanisms. This
extends to pre-yield nonlinearity, which exists in a degree in all materials when examined at a
high resolution. This phenomenon is associated with the difficulty in locating the elastic-plastic
transition on a stress-strain curve; linear elasticity generally does not perfectly occur in metals as
the region is continuously curved.
Yield stress is most commonly determined by offsetting a line as parallel as possible to the
stress-strain curve pre-yield region by 0.2% strain and identifying the stress at its intersection
with the original curve. However, drawing the parallel line can be problematic for most metal
samples, as throughout this pre-yield region, there may not be a clear observable indicator of
transition from elastic to plastic deformation. This non-linearity was coined “anelasticity” by
Zener as strain that is “not a linear single-valued function of stress alone, but yet where no
permanent plastic deformation takes place” [16].
Over successive studies, anelasticity became understood as a time-delay in material
behavior, similar to viscoelasticity, particularly in polymers. However, Sun and Wagoner found
no evidence of this for tensile tests at normal, quasi-static strain rates [17]. Detailed examination
of loading-unloading-loading paths (LUL) further suggested that nonlinearity and hysteresis
began at nearly zero stress, with initial loading and unloading slopes following Young’s
modulus. It was postulated that anelasticity reflects local elasticity and plasticity and non-local
stresses that arise from plastic strain gradients [18]. While anelasticity, in a definition revised by
Li et al. as deformation that is “recoverable and energy dissipative,” is not synonymous with preyield nonlinearity, experimental verifications ([19, 20]) established dislocation motion as the
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basis of anelasticity and thus nonlinearity is implied [21]. Elastic-plastic transitional behavior has
been observed through the lens of load-unload cycles, which resulted in hysteresis loops that
produced no net strain yet dissipated work. Energy dissipation is indicated by the area of the
loop, the shape of which is a direct result of nonlinearity. The shape of this nonlinearity is
governed by a “Universal Law” for all alloys, which is determined by only two independently
measured values: tensile strength and Young’s modulus, without any fitting or microstructure
effects (Figure 1-2) [22]. The curves can be fit for either property and the modulus reduction rate
found according to the relation in the figure. The different types of metals and alloys are
separated only by their elastic moduli.

Figure 1-2. The Universal Law governing the nonlinearity of the transition region modeled for
various metals derived by Chen et al. [22]

The micromechanisms behind the nonlinear behavior examined in this pre-yield region are
consistent with two explanations which have been proposed previously in the literature. The first
is a continuum involving buildups of internal and residual stresses within an inhomogeneous
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medium [23-26]. The second involves discrete dislocation interactions [27, 28], or more
specifically the pile-up and relaxation of dislocation arrays [29-39].

Crystal plasticity predictive modeling
The recent work investigating pre-yield nonlinearity, such as the ones previously cited,
spurred interest in producing accurate models of this phenomenon. This is in part due to its role
in accurately predicting springback and its direct application to the optimization of metal
forming processes.

1.3.1 Taylor model
The resolved shear stress along a single slip plane is related to the applied stress by the
Schmid factor (SF) m in the form of Schmid’s law [40]:
𝜏𝜏 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑚𝑚(cos 𝜑𝜑 cos 𝜆𝜆)

(1)

where 𝜎𝜎 is the applied stress, 𝜑𝜑 is the angle between the normal of the slip plane and the applied

force, and 𝜆𝜆 is the angle between the slip direction and the applied force. Slip in a single crystal
is initiated when the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) 𝜏𝜏𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 is met, marking the onset of
yield:

𝜏𝜏𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦

(2)

where 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the maximum SF and 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 is the yield strength of the crystal.

Traditional CP models use the Taylor formulation to incorporate the role of grain-level

crystal orientation into deformation modeling. This approach is popular due to its simplicity as
well as its ability to satisfy the continuity condition of displacement between grains [41]. The
basic simplifying assumption of the Taylor model is that each single grain in an aggregate
9

crystalline sample is subject to the same deformation as the macroscopic sample. At this level,
the CP models do not account for the shape of grains and their mutual interactions. Meso-scale
CP models (e.g., based upon FEA or FFT frameworks) are also commonly used, but are limited
by ability to characterize and then fully capture the detailed nature of large representative volume
elements (RVEs).
Under the assumptions of the Taylor model, expanded upon by Asaro and Needleman, the
volume of each grain is assumed identical and the macroscopic stress 𝜎𝜎� is [42, 43]:
𝑁𝑁

1
𝜎𝜎� = � 𝜎𝜎𝑘𝑘
𝑁𝑁

(3)

𝑘𝑘=1

where 𝜎𝜎𝑘𝑘 is the stress in the kth crystal, and N is the total number of grains of assumed equal

volume comprising the material point in a continuum. In other words, the macroscopic stress
response is given by the volume average of all of the microscopic single crystalline grains.

1.3.2 CP model
In the CP model as applied in this work, the viscoplastic shear rate 𝛾𝛾̇ of each slip system α

is formulated as [43, 44]:

𝛾𝛾̇

(𝛼𝛼)

1/𝑚𝑚

𝜏𝜏 (𝛼𝛼)
= 𝛾𝛾̇ 0 � (𝛼𝛼) �
𝑔𝑔

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜏𝜏 (𝛼𝛼) )

(4)

where 𝜏𝜏 (𝛼𝛼) is the resolved shear stress slip system 𝛼𝛼, 𝛾𝛾̇0 is a reference shear rate, m is the strain
rate sensitivity, and 𝛾𝛾̇ (𝛼𝛼) is the slip resistance on the slip system.

Strain-gradient models reproduce the Hall-Petch effect using the well-known result that

flow stress is proportional to the square root of dislocation density by hypothesizing that smaller
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grains require more geometrically necessary dislocations. An important development was the
formulation of single crystal constitutive equations by Lee et. al in 2010, which sought the
computation of flow resistance on a slip plane with no adjustable parameters. The dislocation
density based CP model represents slip resistance 𝑔𝑔 on slip system α according to [37]:
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑔𝑔(𝛼𝛼) = 𝑔𝑔0 + 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴��

𝛽𝛽=1

ℎ𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 𝜌𝜌(𝛽𝛽)

(5)

where µ is the shear modulus, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, 𝜌𝜌(𝛽𝛽) is the dislocation
density for slip system β, NS is the number of slip systems, A is a material constant which has

been measured to be from 0.3 to 0.6 [45-48], and ℎ𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 is the hardening matrix. The dislocation
density evolution rate is in turn calculated according to the widely used Kocks equation [49]:

𝜌𝜌̇

(𝛼𝛼)

∑𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝜌𝜌(𝛽𝛽)
1 � 𝛽𝛽
= ⎛
− 𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏 𝜌𝜌(𝛼𝛼) ⎞ �𝛾𝛾̇ (𝛼𝛼) �
𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎
𝑏𝑏
⎝
⎠

(6)

where ka and kb are material constants related to the dislocation generation and annihilation,
respectively. These equations were an essential implementation in the SuperDislocation (SD)
model, discussed in the following section.

1.3.3 General Mesoscale model
A predictive model aims not so much to perfectly reproduce macroscopic phenomena,
but rather to identify their dominant mechanisms. Thus, it is desirable that such a model use no
arbitrary constants, length scales, or boundary conditions. This is the motivation behind the
General Mesoscale (GM) model [50]. Because reproduction of macroscopic phenomena would
indicate improvement in this aspect, it was also desirable for the package to be directly
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implementable into commercial FE programs for large-scale simulations without special
elements or boundary conditions, allowing for comparison with macro experiments.
GM builds upon a previous framework known as the SD model [35], which succeeds to
an extent in implementing this motivation. The model conceptually divides dislocation content
into statistically stored dislocation (SSDs) and GNDs. SSDs, distributed in each element,
contribute to lower-order strain hardening captured by normal CP constitutive equations. GNDs
reflect the internal stress fields which radiate from an elastic singularity at the center of each
element. Developed from a prior CP model [51], SD added lower-order hardening via GND
density, higher-order effect via internal stress, and a slip-system by slip-system treatment of
dislocation obstacle stress at grain boundaries. The incorporation of elastic stress fields using
dislocation theory and implementing alternating FE/UMAT steps corresponding to applied stress
and internal stress solutions, respectively, enables SD to predict the Bauschinger effect [52, 53],
Hall-Petch slopes [35, 54], and anelasticity [17, 18, 52], and did so with no arbitrary constants or
length scales. The results showed that anelasticity and the Bauschinger effect were integrated
phenomena, and that anelasticity and hysteresis are indicators of internal stress.
The SD model suffered some major limitations, such as applying internal stress as a
friction stress, accounting for interactions between only parallel dislocations, and modeling
dislocation interactions within only one grain. Due to this, the General Mesoscale (GM) model
was developed, taking a different approach to the internal stress calculations. A full treatment of
the workings of GM can be referenced in [50]. In essence, GM incorporates general elastic field
equations for long-range stress of any GND content, allowing the full GND content to be
represented. This contrasts with SD, which considered GND interactions only within a single slip
system in a single grain. Internal stresses were implemented as friction stresses, the calculations
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for which were complex, unnecessary, and did not provide a way to harmonize internal stress
fields with applied stresses. GM directly calculates the internal stresses from the Nye tensor α,
defined as the curl of the plastic deformation gradient Fp at the integration point [55]:

�⃗ × 𝑭𝑭𝑝𝑝 )𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 =∈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑭𝑭𝑝𝑝 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝑖𝑖 .
where (∇

�⃗ × 𝑭𝑭𝑝𝑝 �
𝜶𝜶 = �∇

𝑇𝑇

(7)

In addition to matching the predictive capabilities of SD for the mentioned phenomena,

GM predicted for the first time YPP and strain hardening stagnation, and furthermore showed
that these behaviors were integrated with the Bauschinger effect and anelasticity. While
traditional CP models totally lack the ability to model any of these phenomena, GM does so even
less restrictively than SD, still building on the previous CP framework but adding GND
mesoscale simulation. Figure 1-3 shows in particular how GM compares with other CP models,
in which GM predicts significant YPP and hysteresis loops, both phenomena of which are
completely ignored by CP.
Because a working model of internal stress such as GM requires an understanding of its
relation to the active slip system, it becomes of interest to test which micromechanical theories
are compatible with the behavior of single crystals. Single crystals remove the confounding
variables of grain boundaries and allow active slip modes to be isolated and controlled. In this
study, additional bicrystals were added to the experimental group to explore the effects of the
addition of a single grain boundary on these phenomena, taking a step in the direction of oligo
and polycrystalline materials. The following section recounts previous studies of single crystal
behavior in the material selected for this work, BCC tantalum, to properly formulate the
experimental approach to be taken.
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Figure 1-3. GM and CP model predictions of near-yield phenomena from Zhou et. al [50]

Experimental observations of tantalum
Tantalum is an ideal material for a study on single crystal behavior in that it is a typical
BCC crystal with well-documented mechanical properties. However, while previous studies have
been carried out for tantalum, few have specifically been tensile tests at room temperature,
especially for single crystals.
In 1962, Ferriss [56] showed that the yield point phenomenon in single crystal tantalum
specimens pulled at 300 K exhibited an orientation dependence, with smooth yield along the
[001] and [-111] line on the stereographic triangle (Figure 1-4). In 1968 [57], Byron conducted a
set of experiments on single crystal tantalum at room temperature around the edges of the
stereographic triangle to detect orientation dependent properties. He noted that all specimens had
an upper yield point; the lower yield point was not available for a range of orientations due to the
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material’s susceptibility to plastic instability, which was demonstrated by showing very different
orientations with nearly equivalent shear stress-strain curves.

Figure 1-4. Ferriss' orientation dependence of the yield point phenomenon [56]

Different impurities are associated with the YPP in different alloys; for example, in iron,
carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen can all exist in interstitial positions, leading to the effect
[4]. In tantalum, oxygen has higher diffusivity than nitrogen and carbon, and is hypothesized to
be the principal impurity behind the yield point anomaly [6]. In 2019, Colas compared YPP of a
polycrystalline sample with two single crystal samples. The polycrystalline sample had a much
larger stress drop after the initial peak than the single crystals. This was assumed to be due to the
higher oxygen content (19 ppm for the polycrystal and 10 ppm for the single crystal) [58]. In
2019, Colas reported on two single crystal tensile specimens that both experienced a yield peak
“followed by softening and subsequent hardening;” however, the [100] YPP was much less
pronounced than the [111]. This behavior was attributed to static strain aging due to the presence
of solute atoms, especially oxygen, citing the 2014 study on polycrystalline tantalum [58]. In
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2021, Lim reported that of several single crystal pulled in tension, YPP was not observed in
specimens close to [100] [59].
Byron obtained the results in Figure 1-5 for tension at a strain rate of 4 × 10−4 /s (note

that ϕ=0 aligns with [001], ϕ=45 aligns with [011]; ψ is the angle away from [011] (0°), through
[-111] (35.3°) to [001] (90°). The solid line represents the maximum values of the best-fitted
reciprocal Schmid factor curve for each orientation in the {110} system. He concluded that with
such a good fit, the {110} system must be rate-controlling.

Figure 1-5. {110} Schmid factor predictions from Byron's experiments [57]

It should also be noted that shear bands (associated with Lüders bands) have not been
observed at the surface of pure tantalum as they are in steels, though Colas observed shear bands
within individual grains and in specific areas of a tensile sample. Colas also observed
propagation of strain from the center to outside of specimens using IR cameras.
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A novel test approach
Single crystals provide ideal opportunities to isolate the effects of single and multiple slip
behavior. With these slip modes controlled, the behavior of the underlying mechanisms will be
made clear. The current work builds upon the single crystal studies in the previous section by
examining evidence for micromechanisms occurring at near-yield deformation in body-centered
cubic (BCC) tantalum and compares the response with a GM model of the samples. Specifically,
single and bicrystals of various orientations are pulled in simple tension; multicycle load / unload
(MCL) testing is performed at low strain levels, as well as interrupted load / unload and MCL
tests at higher strain levels. Yield point anomalies / YPP and anelasticity are observed and
compared with GM predictions. The results provide novel insights into the potential role of
internal stress development in deformation response of high purity BCC alloys and provide
building blocks for analyzing more complex sample behavior.
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2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Forty-four dogbone-shaped samples were cut from 99.99% pure electron-beam melted
tantalum obtained from HC Starck, with element ppm values listed in Table 2-1. Note that these
represent maximum values and that the actual content for each element is unknown, and possibly
much less than tabulated. The tantalum ingot had a diameter of 200 mm, with central grain
diameters of about 30 mm, from which two 1 mm thick plates were cut. Twenty-two samples
produced on one disc were then duplicated on the other so that both an LUL and multi-cycle loop
(MCL) test could be obtained for each sample.
Table 2-1. Maximum element mass fractions in the tantalum ingot in ppm
O
Nb
W
C
N
Mo
H
S
Al
Ca
Cd
Cl
Co
Cr
Cu

100
80
80
40
40
30
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Fe
Hf

1
1

K
Li
Mg
Mn
Na
Ni
Pb
Si
Sn
Ti
V
Zn
Zr
Y
Others
(each)
Th
U
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.005
0.005

Samples were arranged such that the gauge section contained only a single crystal or a
single grain boundary. For the bicrystal tests, a nearly straight grain boundary was located and
positioned axially through the center of the sample, as shown in Figure 2-1. On each side, single
crystal samples were positioned parallel to the bicrystal sample within the bicrystal’s constituent
grains. The front and back of each plate were etched in a mixture of nitric acid, sulfuric acid, and
hydrofluoric acid so that GBs were visible optically. This helped to ensure that the grains were
columnar through the plate and that the gauge sections of each specimen were either 100% single
crystal, or as close to 50/50 as possible for the bicrystal.

Figure 2-1. Three parallel samples shown on the left with the middle sample centered on a GB in
red, and three single crystal samples with various SFs shown on the right.

The single crystal samples were positioned using grain orientations obtained with electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) such that their resulting Schmid factors (SFs) would encourage
conditions of single slip or multiple slip within either the {110} or {112} slip systems. EBSD
was performed with an FEI Helios NanoLab 600 DualBeam FIB/SEM. Single slip samples were
oriented so that the maximum SF was within 0.004 of 0.5 in the desired slip system, with the
second highest SF in either slip system at 0.43 or less. The multiple slip samples were oriented
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so that the two highest SFs in either slip system were approximately equal. Each edge of each
sample was cut using wire EDM and left without further mechanical processing to minimize
impurities added and the possibility of surface damage.
The first and second SFs in the {110} and {112} slip systems of each sample tested are
listed in Table 2-2. The naming scheme for each specimen identifies the type of crystal and the
expected slip mode, where BX denotes a bicrystal, SX denotes a single crystal, the middle
number denotes the number of the grain from Figure 2-2 (or in the case of the bicrystal, two
numbers denoting constituent grains), and then B denotes pairing with a bicrystal, ES denotes
equal slip, SS-112 denotes single slip in {112}, and SS-110 denotes single slip in {110}. To
avoid confusion, here some examples of each type:
•

BX-1-2: a bicrystal cut lengthwise along a grain boundary between Grains 1 and 2

•

SX-1-B: a single crystal belonging to the bicrystal set from the previous bullet, cut from
Grain 1 and oriented parallel to the bicrystal

•

SX-7-ES: a single crystal cut from Grain 7 oriented to encourage multiple slip

•

SX-7-SS-112: a single crystal cut from Grain 7 oriented to encourage single slip on a
{112} plane

•

SX-7-SS-110: a single crystal cut from Grain 7 oriented to encourage single slip on a
{110} plane
A straight cut was made in the tantalum boule such that it measured 183 mm edge-to-

edge, allowing one of the corners to be used as a datum for programming the cuts. Knowing the
orientations and coordinate system of the inverse pole figure (IPF) map in Figure 2-2, the precise
angles of specimen cuts could be programmed in relation to the datum to achieve the correct
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single crystal orientations. Grain orientations were assumed to be uniform through each grain. To
account for minor shifts in grain boundaries from one side of a cut disk to the other, both sides of
the disks were chemically etched to optically reveal the grain boundaries, photographed on a
Canon EOS Rebel SL3, imported and then manually traced in open-source vector graphic
software Inkscape. These graphics were then imported into Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks
software with opposite sides of the disk mirrored on a sketch so that specimen geometries could
be placed on top of both sketches simultaneously. To further ensure that specimens were placed
correctly, the resulting sketch drawings were printed onto transparency film sheets and overlaid
onto both sides of the etched tantalum for visual assessment before cuts were made.

Table 2-2. List of samples and their SFs
BX-1-2
SX-1-B
SX-2-B
BX-6-7
SX-6-B
SX-7-B
BX-11-12
SX-11-B
SX-12-B
BX-12-16
SX-16-B
SX-1-ES
SX-1-SS-112
SX-2-ES
SX-7-ES
SX-7-SS-112
SX-7-SS-110
SX-6-SS-110
SX-73-ES
SX-73-SS-112

110 1st SF

110 2nd SF

112 1st SF

112 2nd SF

0.478
0.461

0.437
0.397

0.471
0.495

0.439
0.370

0.480
0.418

0.401
0.379

0.485
0.460

0.375
0.264

0.484
0.446

0.454
0.335

0.469
0.451

0.426
0.322

0.487
0.445
0.439
0.377
0.492
0.463
0.496
0.496
0.459
0.438

0.471
0.445
0.426
0.377
0.492
0.448
0.488
0.447
0.459
0.426

0.486
0.488
0.499
0.383
0.437
0.498
0.460
0.460
0.461
0.499

0.471
0.487
0.375
0.382
0.437
0.466
0.457
0.400
0.461
0.367
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Figure 2-2. IPF map with sample cuts

In some cases, several samples were cut from larger grains so that multiple orientations
could be obtained from a single grain. Four parallel single crystals in Grain 73 were reserved for
strain rate tests. Ideally, multiple examples of each slip mode would be available, but only a
limited number of samples could be realized. SX-2-B was considered a candidate for SX-2-SS112 due to its high {112} maximum SF. Each of these samples was repeated on the second 1mm plate, with the exception of the four samples in Grain 73 being rotated; only two distinct
samples are listed in the table.
Nominal specimen dimensions were as follows: the specimen thickness was .93 mm, the
specimen length was 39 mm, the gage width was 2.15 mm, and the length of the gage section
was 12 mm (Figure 2-3). One side of each sample was coated with a thin layer of white paint,
followed by speckles of black paint to produce a coarse pattern for digital image correlation
(DIC). The samples were pulled on an Instron ElectroPuls 1000 load-frame equipped with a 1 kN
load cell and wedge action grips in displacement control at a rate of 0.3 mm/min at room
temperature, with a target strain rate of 10-4 1/s (unless stated otherwise) (Figure 2-4). Data was
collected at 25 Hz and images were taken every three seconds. Strain was measured using a
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Series 2630-120 8-mm axial extensometer calibrated on a Mitutoyo calibration system, adhered

12.00

4.00

2.00

13.00

39.00

13.00

to the specimens using 1/8” dental rubber bands to minimize planar contact.

Figure 2-3. Tantalum specimen dimensions (left) and an image of BX-1-2 with grain boundary
visibly etched (right)

One set of twenty-two samples were subject to LUL tests while the other to MCL tests,
both modeled after Li 2021 [18] (Figure 2-5). LUL is identical to the standard tensile test but
adds a controlled UL loop at each of five engineering pre-strains: 2%, 4%, 6%, and 10%. The
minimum stress at the end of each unloading leg is 5-10 MPa in order to maintain slight tension
throughout the test regime. This is achieved by placing an event detector on each step of the
program which triggers a change to the next step immediately upon detecting the specified stress
or pre-strain, all while maintaining a constant displacement rate. Each test is extended until 12%
strain. MCL tests applied further loops within the elastic-yield region by dividing each UL loop
into 10 equally spaced stress increments, followed by two additional loops spaced 0.003 mm/mm
apart, and includes an additional cycle at 0% strain.
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Figure 2-4. Experimental setup for all tensile tests – the Instron ElectroPuls 1000 load frame, the
tensile specimen clamped between two wedge grips, and the Instron Series 2630-120 extensometer
attached by rubber bands

Figure 2-5. Example MCL and LUL test stress-strain curves [18]
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The results were modeled using CP and GM finite element model (FEM) simulations by
a collaborator at OSU. The CP used in this work is a modification from Kalidindi’s model [43,
51], which a Taylor-type polycrystalline model. Each grain was explicitly modeled, as there are
only one or two in each specimen, thus the Taylor assumption was not applied. Like SD, the CP
model is dislocation density-based and the GM model is a CP internal stress model, both
described previously.
The four identical specimens named SX-73-SS-112 were reserved for strain rate tests.
One specimen was pulled in a strain rate jump test, beginning a monotonic tensile test at
5 × 10−4 /s and jumping to 2 × 10−5 /s upon reaching 60% engineering strain. The other three

specimens were LUL tests run at rates 5 × 10−4 , 1 × 10−4 , and 2 × 10−5 /s. The strain rate
sensitivity m was determined from the experimental data using the relation [60-62]:
𝜎𝜎2
𝜕𝜕 ln 𝜎𝜎 ln 𝜎𝜎1
𝑚𝑚 =
≅
𝜕𝜕 ln 𝜀𝜀̇ ln 𝜀𝜀̇2
𝜀𝜀̇1

(8)

which is obtained as the slope of the ln 𝜎𝜎 − ln 𝜀𝜀̇ plot from the flow stresses σ at two different
strain rates. The value of m was determined to be about 0.095.

Efforts to calculate m from the strain rate tests, a jump test, and general stress correction
applied to sample curves produced a wide range of values, from 0.095-0.129. The value 0.095
was taken from the jump test, and while slightly higher than the average still produced a good fit
for stress corrected curves. One possible explanation for this range is due to the use of wedge
grips on the tensile tester, varying the strain rate at the beginning of strain direction reversals as
they tighten. To check this, another set of manually tightened grips were used in place of the
wedge grips for a pre-strained specimen. However, there was no noticeable difference in the
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manual grips as to the stress and loop behaviors. For reference, Lim’s single crystal data was
analyzed and it was found that m can vary based on orientation and slip system [59] and
calculations of m were found to be as high as 0.09. Thus 0.095 was selected for this work, though
this factor ultimately did not significantly affect activity index correlations.
In order to assess the influence of multiple vs. single slip on near-yield deformation
behavior, an activity index, a, was defined. The metric is designed to reflect the relationship
between slip and CRSS (which relates to the Schmid factor, as discussed above) in standard CP
models, as in Equation (2). It is defined as:

𝑎𝑎 = �
𝛼𝛼

𝑠𝑠𝛼𝛼 1/𝑚𝑚

1/𝑚𝑚

max𝛼𝛼 (𝑠𝑠𝛼𝛼

)

(9)

where s is the Schmid factor on slip system α and m is the strain-rate sensitivity.
The value of a in Equation (9) is close to 1 if there is a dominant Schmid factor; i.e. the
second highest Schmid factor is significantly lower than the highest one. This corresponds to
single slip activity. If the two highest Schmid factors are close together, followed by a gap to the
third highest, then it is approximately 2 (i.e. multiple slip); it rises above two when there are 3 or
more close highest Schmid factors. Hence the activity index provides an approximate
quantification of the number and relative activity of different slip systems. This index will be
used to evaluate the effects of slip mode on near-yield phenomena in the following sections.
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3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Multiple analyses are employed in this work using both modeling and experimental
techniques to investigate near-yield deformation phenomena in single and bicrystal Ta. The
results are first compared with similar tests found in the literature for consistency, analyzed with
each other, and simulated with a combination of CP and GM modeling. Correlations were
significant in the observations of active slip, yield point phenomena, anelasticity, and
bicrystal/single crystal comparisons, as outlined throughout this chapter.
Stress-strain curves for all samples are overlaid in Figure 3-1. Interestingly, MCL tests
did not produce all the same stress-strain curves as LUL tests in duplicate specimens (i.e.,
samples of the same orientation, same grain, and same nominal dimensions). In every case where
a discrepancy exists, the MCL test indicates a higher stress than LUL, shown sorted in Table 3-1.
These stress differences are taken at the lower yield point on each curve. MCL tests were
ultimately not performed for the final five specimens listed in the case that this was a machine
error that needed correction. SX-1-SS-112, emphasized with a thicker line, stands out as having
anomalous behavior, with the MCL load initially ~30 MPa true stress higher, then slowly
tapering to 16 MPa after 12% engineering strain. Many of the other specimens showed smaller
but significant discrepancies between tests. The reasons for this phenomenon are still under
investigation.
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Figure 3-1. Comparison of LUL (top) and MCL (bottom) stress-strain curves for single crystals
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Table 3-1. Initial stress differences between LUL and MCL tests
Specimen Name
SX-1-SS-112
SX-11-B
BX-12-16
BX-11-12
SX-7-B
SX-1-ES
SX-7-ES
SX-1-B
SX-12-B
SX-16-B
SX-6-B
SX-7-SS-112
SX-2-ES
SX-2-B
SX-73-SS-112
SX-6-SS-110
SX-7-SS-110
BX-1-2
BX-6-7

MCL Greater By
(MPa)
29.7
11.5
10.2
9.8
6.4
6.2
5.2
4.1
3.6
1.8
1.7
1.3
1.2
0.8
MCL not available
“
“
“
“

Active slip systems
To understand the mechanisms at yield and to provide relevant data for the models, it is
necessary to determine which slip systems are active. This information would allow also inform
analyses of other phenomena. The sample orientations for the current work are plotted on the
stereographic triangle in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2. Crystallographic orientations of all single crystal tantalum specimens (‘SX’ removed for
legibility)

Byron characterized stress-strain curves for samples taken along the edges of the
stereographic triangle. Specimens from the current work include many orientations similarly
close to the edges which can be compared with his results; most notably SX-1-ES, SX-7-SS-110,
SX-7-ES, SX-1-SS-112, SX-73-SS-112, and SX-2-ES. Not all similarities are noted here, due to
the many behavioral changes around the triangle. However, a few of the observations that can be
made from both studies include:
•

All specimens showed an upper yield point.

•

The work hardening rate was highest at the [001] and decreased towards [-111].

•

The effect of plastic instability was greatest at [-111].

•

Between [-111] and [011] the specimens became more stable and at [011] the specimen
work-hardened slightly.

•

Between [011] to [001] the work-hardening rate first decreased slightly and then
increased to the maximum at [001].
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These can be observed in Figure 3-3, with Byron’s stress-strain curve evolution
organized by angle around the stereographic triangle and the corresponding stress-strain curves
of specimens in the current work. Roughly analogous angles are connected by arrow. In
particular, the specimen with the highest degree of work hardening is boxed in red, while the
only specimen to experience significant softening is in blue. Byron labeled the specimens in this
region to have the greatest effect of plastic instability, but that reasoning was not investigated or
confirmed in this work.

ψ=35°

ϕ=0°,
ψ=90°

ϕ=45°,
ψ=0°

Figure 3-3. Comparison of Byron's stress-strain curves (left), with angles ϕ and ψ indicating
position around the stereographic triangle, to the current work's (right) shown directly on the
triangle

Note that Byron’s specimens were all within 3° of the edge of the stereographic triangle
and populated areas covering all sides and corners. The specimens in this study, shown on the
triangle in Figure 3-2, were selected based on slip mode, and thus did not populate the same
areas. They do however span into areas within the middle region of the triangle, and not covered
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by the Byron study. It was observed that stress-strain curves of specimens in the middle are
similarly orientation dependent to the edge specimens and provide transitional behaviors.
Another consequence of the current sample selection is that specimens very close to the triangle
corners, particularly in the [-111] and [011] directions, are lacking. However, the data are enough
to support the observation that orientation dependent behavior varies smoothly across the
stereographic triangle.
Yield stress predictions from reciprocal Schmid factor projections on a single slip system
are compared with measured 2% yield stress values for all single crystal samples in Figure 3-4.
The specimens are lined up horizontally in ascending order of measured 2% yield stress; the red
and blue lines represent predicted values obtained by dividing a best-fit constant by the highest
Schmid factor for a given slip system, for each sample. The red utilized the highest {110}
Schmid factor, and the blue uses the highest {112} Schmid factor (with different best-fit
constants for the two systems). In general, the {110} Schmid factors follow the actual yield
strength values significantly better than the {112} factors. The maximum Schmid factor,
regardless of slip system, was also considered as a potential indicator of yield strength, but did
not improve upon predictions made by only the {110} Schmid factors. This agrees with Byron’s
observation from the same process that the {110} system is dominant.
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True Yield Stress (MPa)

140
130
120

Measured
{110}
{112}

110
100
90

Figure 3-4. Samples plotted by increasing yield stress, with inverse Schmid factors predicted in
dashed red lines. Slip system {110} (left) shows a smoother correlation than {112} (right), though
deviations persist in both.

To analyze further whether the {110} system is the only active system, stress-strain
curves from the tantalum samples were modeled with CP. While this work contains both CP and
GM model simulations, GM simulations take significantly more time to process (several days),
and the ability to match yield stress and hardening deformation were deemed suitable for the
dislocation density-based CP model. Additionally, the findings provided an important step to
predicting the near-yield deformation phenomena using GM.
Attempts to model with solely Schmid factor predictions from either the {110} or {112}
slip systems did not produce results consistent with the experimental stress-strain curves. Rather,
it was not until separate parameters assigned to both systems were applied simultaneously that
the curves became well-matched, including the point of yield and subsequent hardening
behavior. The relevant parameters from Equations (5) and (6) that best matched experimental
data are shown in Table 3-2. Figure 3-5 shows the effect of having a single active slip system (33a) or allowing both the {110} and {112} systems to be active (3-3b). Clearly the model is more
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accurate when slip on both systems is incorporated. While only two single crystal samples are
shown, the rest of the single crystals behaved similarly.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3-5. Measured vs. CP simulated stress-strain curves. Effects of single slip systems shown in
(a) with the combined systems effect in (b).
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Table 3-2. Slip system parameters used in CP
initial DD (mm )
τ0 (MPa)
ka
kb
-2

112 mode
5600000
2.5
12
20

110 mode
5600000
5
65
6.3

The critical resolved shear stresses (CRSSs) of the best fit CP mode are 43 and 45 MPa
for the {110} and {112} systems, respectively. The proximity of these values to each other, and
from observing the CP results, it is reasonable to believe that {110} would not be the exclusive
active system near or following yield.
The lack of adherence of Schmid factor predictions to yield stress predictions (Figure 3-4)
suggests the presence of a non-Schmid effect. This in turn could also influence orientation
dependence. Notably, Byron did not observe any significant deviation from {110} predictions in
his experiments at room temperature. The fit of {110} Schmid factors which correlated so well
with his measured peak stress values was the basis for his conclusion that observed dislocation
motion on other systems could not be assumed to be rate-controlling. Byron concluded that his
results could be interpreted in terms of the Chen and Maddin model, which hypothesizes that
macroscopically observed slip on {112} and {123} planes was a composite slip on two nonparallel {110} planes sharing the same slip direction. The high yield stresses towards the [011]
orientation cannot be satisfactorily explained in terms of either the reduced mobility of jogs at
this orientation, or the asymmetry of slip on {112} planes. Carroll similarly observed consistency
with {110} as the active slip system, including other variables for correlation comparisons from
each grain in his polycrystals. Consistent with these studies, the current work confirms greatest
adherence to {110} yield stress predictions for tensile specimens at room temperature. However,
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with noticeable deviations from the {110} stress predictions and with the assistance of further
CP modeling, it is likely that {110} is not the only slip system activated at yield, and the number
of active slip systems can be usefully measured by accounting for both {110} and {112} in
Equation (6).

Yield point phenomenon
The magnitude of the yield point phenomenon was measured as the difference between
the upper yield stress to the lower yield stress. The phenomenon appears in the greatest degree
near the [011] direction and the least in the [001] direction, with the rest of the samples lying
somewhere in between on the stereographic triangle, as shown in Figure 3-6 below.

Figure 3-6. Orientation dependence of the yield point phenomenon

Figure 3-6 bears resemblance to a similar report by Ferriss of the orientation dependence
of the YPP at room temperature (included as Figure 1-4), though Ferriss had far fewer data
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points. He concluded that specimens on the edge of the triangle exhibit less YPP than specimens
in the middle, with the two orientations near [001] and [-111] having none. While the current
work lacks an orientation close to the [-111] direction, all the samples exhibited YPP to some
degree. Note that Byron’s orientations very close to all the edges also exhibited YPP, though the
magnitudes are not reported. Ferriss specifically reported a single orientation demonstrating
smooth yield appearing along the [011]-[-111] edge in Ferriss’ work, but the current work shows
multiple orientations in that same region, in contrast indicating high values of YPP. Thus, the
single crystals in this work suggest that the trend of orientation dependence, starting with the
least YPP occurring in the [001] direction and the greatest close to [011], does not reach a
maximum in the center of the triangle, but rather extends to the edges. Single crystal tensile
specimens pulled by Lim and Colas, having orientations in each of the corners of the triangle,
confirm that the degree of YPP in the [001] direction is close to none, especially in comparison
with the other two corners.
This orientation dependence is not limited to YPP, but also exists for several other
phenomena: the activity index, initial hardening rate, and anelasticity (Figure 3-7). The contours,
particularly the behaviors at the corners of the triangle, all similarly maintain an inverse relation
to YPP in Figure 3-6. The correlation of YPP to activity index is shown in a scatter plot in Figure
3-8.
The work hardening in Figure 3-7b was measured as the slope of the stress-strain curve
beginning at the yield point minimum stress until 2% engineering strain. Loop widths shown in
(c) were measured for the unload-reload cycle at 2% strain in each LUL test. The correlation
shown remains true for each of the successive pre-strains taken at 4%, 6%, 8%, and 10% as well.
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(a) activity index

(b) work hardening

(c) loop width

Figure 3-7. Orientation dependence of phenomena apart from YPP, namely (a) the activity index,
(b) initial work hardening, and (c) hysteresis loop width.

The results indicate that the magnitude of YPP and subsequent hardening behavior are
direct results of the orientation dependence of slip system activity. These correlations cannot be
adequately explained through the traditional interstitial/breakaway stress model associated with
YPP. A plausible explanation for the correlation between yield point phenomenon and activity
index is that a higher number of active systems results in more homogeneous deformation, thus
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producing less of the phenomenon. Conversely, a lesser number of active slip systems results in

Yield Point Phenomenon
(MPa)

heterogeneity, accentuating back stress development.

18
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8
6
4

R² = 0.6178

2
0

1

2

3

4

5

Activity Index
Figure 3-8. The magnitude of the yield point phenomenon shown correlated with activity index

This explanation is supported by the OSU-run GM model simulation. The GM model
predicts, as shown in Figure 3-9, different levels of YPP correlating with the active number of
slip systems. This behavior will be shown later in GM simulations for samples tested in this
work in Figure 3-18b, comparing bicrystal and single crystals to both CP and experimental
results. The YPP is notably much sharper in the experiments compared with GM; for example, in
SX-1-B, the local minimum occurs at 2.0% true strain rather than 0.4% experimentally. GM
simulations were only run on six specimens, so these comparisons may not reflect the full sample
size. However, the ability for GM, which operates only on the inclusion of back stress to the
standard CP model, to duplicate the YPP trends for single crystals as seen empirically strongly
points to back stress development as the operating mechanism behind these behaviors.
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Specifically, this is likely due to the dislocation patterning associated with back stress
development, leading to strain localization in bands resulting in the YPP. This is an alternative
explanation for the Lüders banding appearing after the yield point which are formed by dynamic
strain aging.

Figure 3-9. GM model simulations predicted for different slip modes

The experimental strain rate tests furthermore reveal that YPP shows is strain rate
sensitive, with faster rates resulting in greater YPP, as shown in Figure 3-10. The dashed line in
(a) simply denotes another strain rate test taken at the same rate as the fastest. While Byron
attributed some inconsistencies in YPP for specimens of the same orientation to plastic
instability, another highly influential factor for deviation is that the even slight misalignment of
specimens in a tensile test leads to stress concentrations with earlier yielding. So, while there is
some variance in the magnitude of the YPP for the fastest strain rate, this does not detract from
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the noticeable trend, with three strain rates each five times faster than the previous, but degree of
yield point drop twice as high for the fastest rate versus the slowest rate.
Note that Colas reported that tensile strain rates for pure polycrystalline tantalum at room
temperature also heavily influenced the magnitude and shape of the YPP [6]. He attributed the
yield phenomenon to static strain aging, mainly caused by oxygen atoms. It was concluded that
the strong rate-dependence effects at room temperature influenced the softening part of the
material response, associated with limited strain localization, rather than the usual Lüders
phenomenon in steels. While the details of strain aging are not well understood, it is closely
associated with the Portevin–Le Chatelier effect, which is a serrated stress-strain curve
associated with the YPP. This effect is associated with a particular temperature/strain-rate
combination, where the solute diffusion rate is about the same as that needed for dislocation
glide to maintain the imposed strain rate. At this combination, ductility is usually minimal
because strain hardening is nearly zero and strain rate sensitivity is nearly zero.
While YPP is most significant at no pre-strain, a small amount of the effect is observable
in higher strains. While in all test results these higher strain YPP magnitudes are small, making it
difficult to quantify trends, the effect is more pronounced in the MCL than in LUL procedures.
Theories regarding this pre-strained yield point effect were published by Haasen and Kelly [63]
as the unlocking and locking of dislocations in Cottrell atmospheres. However, there are several
tests which show that the initial zero pre-strain YPP is never achieved in the duplicate MCL
specimen. Coupled with the observation that yield points appear higher in later pre-strains in
MCL rather than LUL, this supports a correlation between the loops and the YPP magnitude,
giving greater credence to back stress as a dominant YPP mechanism. Figure 3-11 contains
curves from specimen SX-16-B more closely compared, with LUL in blue and MCL in orange.
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Figure 3-10. Strain rate sensitivity of the yield point phenomenon shown by the four experimental
strain rate tensile tests.
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Figure 3-11. YPP at higher pre-strains in LUL and MCL tests

The loops from the LUL and MCL tests are best interpreted in terms of anelasticity,
discussed more fully in the following section.

Anelasticity
The recoverable but energy dissipative phenomenon of anelasticity is related to the
nonlinearity of the elastic region, which results in a loop in each unload-reload cycle. As such,
energy dissipation can be measured by loop widths, of which the widest values are halfway up
the height of the loop due to symmetry. It was observed that loop widths are correlated with the
activity index in the previous section (Figure 3-7).
Loops generally also correlate with stress unload levels (Figure 3-12). That is there is a
general increase of loop width with increasing unload stress, with the exceptions of five samples
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shown with a thicker line width. The reasons for these exceptions are not apparent from the slip
mode, orientation, or other phenomena observed. However, the general behavior is in line with
similar results from [22], considering both the trend of the combined data from all specimens and
the trends of individual specimens. includes the widths of the five loops recorded for each
specimen measured in true strain values. Because most single crystals adhered to a stresscorrelated loop size, with few exceptions, anelasticity may simply be a function of stress.
However, the overall data suggest an adherence to the universal law published by Chen et al.
[22], in which a variety of metals also exhibited a similar stress-loop width behavior.
Analysis of MCL tests were performed similarly to [18] in order to identify trends in
anelastic behavior, with examples shown in Figure 3-13. In (a), the symmetry of the hysteresis
loop is shown, with the initial slopes of the loading and unloading legs representing Young’s
modulus projected linearly, as well as a chord modulus connecting the loop tip to tip. The loop
width δ is shown at approximately half the loop height. Plot (b) shows the evolution of εr, the
total strain measured from tip to tip of the loop, and elastic and anelastic strains εe and εa. The
elastic strain is the horizontal strain displacement in for a perfectly linear elastic region, with the
anelastic strain the extra portion added by the loop, interpreted as the left and right sections of
the upper horizontal dashed line in (a), respectively. Plot (c) contains εa plotted in relation to Δεp,
which is horizontal displacement of the unload tip with the first tip in the MCL cycle.
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Figure 3-12. Loop widths shown in an upward trend in relation to unload stress
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(a) single loop

(b) total and anelastic strain evolutions

(c) anelastic and change in plastic strain over one MCL cycle

Figure 3-13. Analyses of MCL loops revealing several important material properties

The relatively low strength of single and bicrystals results in low values of εa and as a
result smaller details are more difficult to differentiate. However, the crossing to positive values
of Δεp and the coincidental rise of εa in (c) indicate a lower true yield stress of about 30 MPa.
This MCL cycle is measured at a pre-strain of 2%, but very low true yield values were similarly
low for other specimens and for further pre-strains, marking an especially small region of true
elasticity. However, due to the difficulty in distinguishing such small differences without higher
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resolution, conclusions regarding the anelasticity and yield values of single crystal tantalum
would be better reviewed in future work.
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Figure 3-14. Comparison of bicrystal and single crystal loops produced (a) experimentally and (b)
simulated using the GM model

As shown in the introduction, the GM internal stress model can predict pre-yield
nonlinearity where CP cannot. Comparison of the loops of a bicrystal with its parallel single
crystals is shown, along with experimental results at the same pre-strain, in Figure 3-14. To
avoid confusion between curves, data points are connected by solid line, accounting for the
abrupt changes in slope of the curves. The subplot in (b) confirms a loop width for SX-1-B
which is barely visible in the zoomed-out figure. Neither the measured loop widths nor the
relative loop widths are in agreement between the experimental and GM curves. In both cases,
the bicrystal loop width is greatest. However, GM predicts that SX-1-B exhibits the thinnest
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loop, while the experiment shows SX-2-B to be the thinnest. The relative values of Young’s
modulus and the chord modulus are also predicted correctly.
There are artifacts in the stress-strain curves in the loop regions in Figure 3-14a that may
relate to the specific characteristics of the tensile test machine, in particular (a) the overhang
which exists at the point of unload in the curves, and (b) that during reload, the loop is not
completed much closer to the flow stress where unloading first occurred, i.e., closed at the top.
These artifacts may bear relation to the use of wedge action grips or the tensile test machine
itself, though the following explanations are also possible. The overhang in (a) refers to the
appearance of a delay in strain reversal in response to stress reversal, resulting in a curve rather
than a sharp reversal point. While this behavior appears in (b), this is only due to the low
sampling resolution of the curve results and ideally should not be there. It is important to
remember that the loops produced by these single and bicrystals occur at low stresses, thus the
observed strain deformation is typically on the order of a millistrain and viewing the loops at this
resolution make the effects of (a) and (b) appear much greater as a result. The author is unaware
of previous studies that have published load-unload loops of materials on this order of stress
level. However, (a) has been addressed in works concerning back stress [64, 65], in particular by
Dickson et al. who interpret this region as the thermal component of flow stress in response to
variable plastic strain rate and important part in determining the effective stress. In response to
(b), this behavior can already be observed in CP and GM simulations of the experimental
material (Figure 3-14b). Secondly, the difference between the unload stress and the top of the
loop is greater at lower stresses. This is already observable in Figure 3-14a, where this stress
difference from the highest to lowest unload stresses are 19.6, 20.3, and 27.6 MPa.
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Because loops do not exhibit any observable region of linearity, it is difficult to
determine where precisely the elastic regime ends and plastic flow begins to analyze the effect of
the plastic strain rate that Dickson mentions. Instead, the variable total strain rate at an unloadload cycle is shown in Figure 3-15b. To ensure that the strain rate variability would not interfere
with measurement of loops, the points of the beginning and end of each strain rate jump are
marked in (a) in yellow, with the midpoints marked in orange. The strain rate was calculated
with a central finite difference step size of 0.2 seconds; higher steps sizes would further decrease
the strain range with each strain rate jump. The yellow dots at the bottom of the loop do not
contribute significant strain difference in the loop, and the dots at the top do not show no
interference with the loop at all. Therefore, the loop measurements used in this work are reliable
even with these concerns.
While it is possible to apply strain rate corrections to stress-strain curves using Equation
(8), doing so introduced little difference in the size of loop widths. Furthermore, the strain rates
in Equation (8) are plastic strain rates and thus apply in the plastic region only, which again is
not simple to identify, so it is more reliable to use the raw data. Of greater importance are the
total absolute strain rates during each leg of the loop, which are nominally equivalent at
5 × 10−5 /s, so they can still be reasonably used for analysis and comparison without the

assistance of strain rate stress corrections.
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Figure 3-15. Changes in strain rate in SX-16-B (b) with changes marked in (a)

Bicrystal strength
Volumetric weights of each grain within each bicrystal are included in Table 3-3. These
were determined from front and back images of the gauge region of the samples, with the
volume percentages approximated as the averages of the area percentages of each grain. The
stress-strain curves of one bicrystal set are shown in Figure 3-16. Even with the unique softening
behavior of SX-7-B showing clear influence on the bicrystal, the bicrystal sample remains at
least as high or higher than its strongest single crystal for the full test. The other bicrystal sets did
not show dramatic softening as this one did, but the bicrystals were consistently stronger than
their constituent single crystals.
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Table 3-3. Weights of constituent grains in bicrystal specimens
BX-1-2
BX-6-7
BX-11-12
BX-12-16

Grain 1
0.519
0.589
0.596
0.544

Grain 2
0.481
0.411
0.404
0.456

Figure 3-16. Stress-strain curves for a set of one bicrystal and its two parallel single crystals

In the interest of predictive modeling, the assumptions of the Taylor model are put to the
test here. The bicrystals have yield stresses approximately at or above the strength of the
strongest crystal in the pair for each set as shown in Figure 3-17. In the figure, solid lines denote
the yield strengths of both single crystals (SX), blue diamonds represent a rule of mixtures
average of the two strengths, and the white diamonds denote the measured bicrystal (BX) yield
strengths. Though the Taylor model indicates that the macroscopic stress is obtained from the
volume average of the stress of each grain, the relation does not hold for this simple example.
As each specimen exhibited YPP, one may wonder if the phenomenon influenced these
measurements. However, the phenomenon was not long enough to significantly affect any 2%
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yield strengths measured. In any case, other measures of yield strength were tested, and for each
type (2% offset stress, the yield peak stress, and the stress predicted by extending the initial
plastic hardening region to 0% strain and extrapolating the value), the yield strength consistently
exceeds a rule of mixtures average of its pair of single crystals.
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BX Experiments
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BX ROM

95.00

90.00

BX-1-2

BX-6-7

BX-11-12 BX-12-16

Figure 3-17. Experimental bicrystal 2% yield strengths compared with rule of mixtures predictions

This phenomenon is notable because classic CP models are based on the Taylor
formulation, which operates under the assumption that all grains have the same strain as the
macroscopic strain. This phenomenon does appear to a slight degree when applied to CP-FEA, as
creating finite elements would allow the model to apply compatibility at the grain boundaries,
which would result in higher strength. However, the this does not mean that the model accurately
reflects the mechanisms controlling the phenomenon. A simple application of the Hall-Petch
model would also fail to be an adequate explanation, as it would not have such a dramatic effect
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on the large grains in these tests. The results only show that the addition of a grain boundary
affects the strength of a crystal, and that Taylor-based CP modeling may not be an accurate way
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Figure 3-18. Comparison of experimental, CP, and GM bicrystal results
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The shape of the YPP in Figure 3-18 has been commented on before, though the overall
hardening behaviors of each of the crystals are better matched by GM than CP. A comparison of
the yield stresses is given in Figure 3-19.
It should also be noted that in both CP and GM simulations, the grains are evenly
weighted at 50% volume each. However, the volumes measured in Table 3-3 indicate that Grain
1 has a slightly higher volume than Grain 2 in this bicrystal, and thus would likely bear more
influence on the bicrystal than is shown in the simulation (see also Figure 3-19). The stresses
compared are the 2% yield stresses, as in Figure 3-17.
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Figure 3-19. Comparison of CP and GM bicrystal 2% yield stress predictions with experiments.
The single crystal (SX) values are the maximum and minimum strengths unique to each simulated
or experimental bicrystal set. Normalized as the ratios (𝝈𝝈 − 𝝈𝝈𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 )/(𝝈𝝈𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 − 𝝈𝝈𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 ).

In BX-1-2, the CP model predicts a yield stress 0.29% higher than the average, most
likely due to compatibility applied at the grain boundary using FEM, and 0.48% higher in BX-67. Using GM, the predicted yield stresses are 1.41% and 1.80% higher than rule of mixtures
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averages for BX-1-2 and BX-6-7, respectively. These amount to 493.08% and 376.60%
differences to the respective bicrystals. While not as dramatic as the experimental results show,
the GM model is a much better predictor of yield stresses than CP.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

The results of single and bicrystal experiments and CP simulations suggest alternate
explanations to long-held theories on micromechanisms of near-yield deformation. The degree to
which these conclusions are true are a question for future studies. The main conclusions drawn
for the current work are as follows:
•

The experiments suggest that other slip systems besides the {110} are activated upon
yield. Schmid factor predictions align better with measured yield stresses in the {110}
than in the {112}, consistent with previous studies. However, CP simulation of
experimental data greatly improves when incorporating separate parameters for both slip
systems.

•

There is strong correlation between the active number of slip systems and the
magnitude of the yield point phenomenon, as well as hardening behavior, all of
which is predicted by the GM model. These correlations point to back stress
development, resulting from slip system activity, to be the dominant mechanism behind
these behaviors. The traditional breakaway theory may still hold but is not suggested as
strongly by the results as back stress.

•

The yield point phenomena from experimental strain rate experiments also exhibit a
strong rate dependence, which further supports an incompatibility with breakaway
theory.
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•

The Taylor formulation, upon which traditional CP models are based, does not
adequately predict yield stress behavior for bicrystals. There is additional strength as
a consequence of the presence of a GB, and thus CP does is inaccurate when single
crystal data is used. The GM model, incorporating back stress, provides a much better
prediction of the actual bicrystal behavior and suggests back stress to be a necessary
component in determining the yield stress.

The results showed clear correlation between the slip modes controlled by crystal
orientation and multiple phenomena, including YPP, work hardening, and anelastic behavior.
While it is possible to relate any correlating behaviors, it is most likely that the number of slip
systems active due to orientation directly determine the listed behaviors.
The remaining questions left open in this work leave room for directions of future
studies, with each of these conclusions and hypotheses being tested in other scenarios. The GM
model can be used to fully test scenarios where only CP was available for this work and
compared with other predictive models based on theories other than internal stress. The results
would directly affect the future of predictive modeling and have immediate applications to metal
work and structural engineering.
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